Mariel refugee embraces freedom 25 years later

By JOVANNI BENITEZ
Staff Writer

Yami Moreno was only 13 years old in late September 1980, when Mariel, a town west of Havana, to Cubans who wanted to leave their homeland. She graduated from FIU in 1987 with a bachelors degree in sociology and anthropology. Moreno, who spent those five months in Cuba, arrived in South Florida with her twin sister that encouragement was Uva de Aragón.

Among those giving Moreno and her twin sister that encouragement was Uva de Aragón, associate director for FIU’s Cuban Research Institute. At the time, she worked at the FIU’s Media Relations office and was looking for a good story to tell.

“We came across these twins and we found out they were Marielitas, and then we found out that they were graduating with very good grades. They told us they couldn’t go [to graduation] because they couldn’t afford to rent [the cap and gown], so we rented it for them,” said de Aragón.

Moreno and her sister had positive experiences as Marielitas in Miami, but others weren’t so lucky. Some reports show the unemployment rate was at a record high after the boatlift, and

SEARCH FOR FREEDOM: Over 125,000 people came from Cuba on vessels from the Port of Mariel on the historic five-month exodus.

By C. JOEL MARINO
Senior Staff Writer

Taking the space formerly occupied by billiard tables and arcade machines in the University Park Davis Game Room, Sofia Santiesteban and her small staff have filled the limited area with papers, boxes, books and a load of material belonging to the Upward Bound Program.

“We’ve been moved around, but that’s not a problem,” said Santiesteban. “It may seem like a mess, but I’m going to miss it when it’s all gone.”

According to Santiesteban, director of the pre-collegiate program, chances are that the staff won’t be working, either at the supervised office or at any other part of campus much longer.

“The program is in trouble, I’m not going to deny that. If the federal budget proposal is approved, there won’t be much we can do,” Santiesteban said.

Upward Bound, along with the Talent Search initiative based at the Biscayne Bay Campus, is part of the 40-year-old TRIO federal program, aimed at helping low income urban students pass through high school and get into college.

Both programs were targeted for elimination after President George W. Bush made a cut in his Department of Education’s budget proposal for the 2006 fiscal year.

“There’s no way of knowing exactly why these cuts are being made,” said George Simms, director of pre-collegiate programs and grants.

Though TRIO has existed since the Lyndon Johnson administration, Simms believes one reason for the cuts may be that the Bush’s efforts to redirect funds and personnel toward the No Child Left Behind initiative, a test-based educational programs begun in 2002.

“I can see the merits of the new program, but it has only been around for three years. There are many other resources out there that have been around for a while and have proven to

Budget proposal threatens to eliminate college prep programs

see PROPOSAL, page 2

This is part two of a two-part series on the 1980 Mariel boatlift and its effects on the South Florida community 25 years later.

By JOVANNI BENITEZ
Staff Writer

high school], we didn’t go to prom, Grad Nite, none of that,” Moreno said.

“There was no money there. Time came for graduation, and we said we couldn’t go. They kept telling us that we had to go, and [FIU] gave us the cap and gown. It was more like an encouragement, letting us know it’s OK; we’ve made it this far, and we can keep going. It gave us the push, [because] someone knew what we were doing was right.”
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the increase in poverty made Miami one of the five poorest cities in the nation.

This may have given Marielitas a bad reputa-
tion, but for de Aragón and her daughters, it was an insightful learning expe-
tience.

“I had a lot of friends. They started having conversations that had just come.

The acceptance of my children, the way you are to possess alcohol you must be 21

hours in the classroom

ensuring that her students know the meaning of free-
dom.

While this chapter in history may be closed for Moreno, she always takes
time to look back.

“Even to this day, if I have to do something and it’s hard, I just tell
myself, ‘Marielita,’” Moreno said. “That gives me the courage. It takes me back to that
trip; it takes me back to what I went through, it takes me back to that 13-year-old that said, ‘I’m a Marielita.’ For us, Marielita is like [saying] ‘You can do it.’”

Bush plans to slash TRIO budget

be effective, and they may be suffering soon,” Summs said.

But Bush’s decision to slash the TRIO budget was based on data accumulated by
the Office of Manage-
ment and Budgets which grades the effectiveness of federal agencies and
programs. In its yearly ranking assessment, Talent Search received a Results Not Demonstrated rating, which according to the report, “is due to a lack of data of key performance measures.”

Upward Bound was marked with an Ineffective rating because “evaluation results … found the pro-
gram has limited overall impact” on higher risk students.

Others, however, believe the programs have
been successful. The Council for Oppor-
tunity in Education, a nonprofit organization that works with pre-colle-
giate programs around the nation, countered these results with their own study and argued that TRIO has helped an esti-
mented 2.2 million students graduate from college and has served nearly 73,000 students, two-thirds of whom come from families with incomes less than $24,000.

There are currently 2,700, TRIO programs around the nation, with an estimated 700 students in the FIU branches alone.

Wilnis Jannitch and Corrine Brown.

“‘I’ve been doing this since eighth grade and I love it,’” said Jannitch. “‘Here, I get to talk to my tutors one-on-one and there are times to help me with whatever problem I need, especially during test times. I couldn’t have gotten where I am now without it.”

Jannitch and Pierre have been enrolled in the program since it was estab-
lished at BBC three years ago.

In my high school, there aren’t opportuni-
ties like this. It’s gone, there’s nowhere else I can go,” said Pierre.

Though the budget proposal is not yet submitted, legislators who disagreed with Bush’s deci-
dision have been working since March to prevent the elimi-
nation of the programs.

Congressmen Tom Cole and Donald Payne passed a petition last month endorsing the restoration of and increasing funds to TRIO. The bipartisan petition has been endorsed by Massachusetts Senator Ted Kennedy and includes the signatures of Flori-
dada State Representatives Jim Davis, Ileana Ros-
Lehtinen, Robert Wexler and Corrine Brown.

According to the directors of the FIU programs, the only way to ensure the con-
 tinuation of TRIO is for citi-
zers to write letters to their representatives, expressing their interest in the survival of the program.

“My personal care what happens to my job,” only way to ensure the con-
 tinuation of TRIO is for citi-
zers to write letters to their representatives, expressing their interest in the survival of the program.

“My personal care what happens to my job,”

For us, Marielita is like [saying] ‘You can do it.’”
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Marian boatlift inspired FIU alumna
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After 10 years of fundraising and 10 months of construction, the Pi Kappa Alpha house, with its high stairs and four large columns leading to the main doors open and welcome anyone who wishes to members pay $3,000.

The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is an international fraternity dating back to March 1, 1868. It was founded by students.

According to Bijan Enferadi, international vice president and house manager, the house cost $1.7 million dollars.

It will take many weeks to collect the house costs.

“The house will be supported by the rent the members pay, continued fundraising by the members, and the plethora of donations we receive from our local alumni,” said Enferadi.

Modeled after their international headquarters, the two story house features 19 bedrooms, a living room with a big screen television, couches and a football table.

Of the 19 bedrooms, 13 are double rooms. Room members must be 21 and reside in the house full time.

The house features two bathrooms, with one located upstairs for women. The brothers have a bathroom downstairs equipped with five sinks, six bathrooms stalls (including a handicapped one), three urinals, a locker room and a community shower, which has six showerheads.

According to Enferadi, the house follows strict university guidelines.

“If you are to possess alcohol you must be 21 years or older, and alcohol may only be in your room,” Enferadi said.

Members of the fraternity try to keep their doors open and welcome anyone who wishes to visit the house.

“We’re really nice about giving people tours of the Pike house,” said member David Acosta.

The PI Kappa Alpha fraternity is an international fraternity dating back to March 1, 1868. It was first established at FIU on May 21, 1994.

– Melissa Quinconsa

NATIONAL

German Cardinal Ratzinger elected as pope

Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger of Germany, 78, was elected new leader of the Roman Catholic Church, April 19. It was officially announced to a cheering crowd from a window at St. Peter’s Square in Rome.

“The fact that the Lord can work and act even with midnight calls consoles me, and above all I entrust myself to your prayers,” said Ratzinger after taking the name Benedict XVI.

Ratzinger, the former leader of the Congrega-
tion for the Doctrine of the Faith (the Church’s orthodoxy watchdog), is known as a Vatican hard-
liner and traditionalist, responsible for enforcing many of the former Pope John Paul II’s more conservative policies.

He was the cardinal with the highest support before the start of the conclave, seen by many as a transitional choice after the long reign of the popular John Paul.

The announcement, heralded by a plume of Vatican church bells, came after the fourth round of votes in two days.

Ratzinger is the first Germanic pontiff since the reign of Pope Victor II in the 11th century.

– C. Joel Marino

CORRECTIONS

In the April 18 issue, the “Mariel influence still felt throughout Miami Community” cap-
tion should have read that it was May 11, 1980 when over 4,500 Mariel refugees arrived in South Florida.

To report errors, contact The Beacon at (UP) 305-348-2709 or (BBC) 305-919-4722.
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Radio station to increase signal strength

By GIOVANI BENITEZ
Staff Writer

After 12 years since the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) first granted WRGP, FIU’s radio station, a spot on the radio dial, the station is about to experience a dramatic change.

In an unprecedented move last summer, the FCC granted WRGP access to a stronger signal in South Florida through three radio translators which will carry the signal from WRGP’s Homestead tower to the University Park and Biscayne Bay campuses.

“We have built an audience in the South Dade area, but by in large, FIU students don’t even know this place exists, and now we finally have the opportunity to let people in on that,” said Brennan Forsythe, WRGP’s newly elected general manager.

Lillian Lodge Kopenhaver, dean for the School of Journalism and Mass Communication, is excited about what WRGP can do for FIU students and said these translators will be an asset to the university.

“These translators provide the opportunity for WRGP to expand its scope and become an important informational and educational resource for FIU students on both campuses,” said Kopenhaver.

Student Media Director Robert Jaros said that the Student Government Association, under the administration of Clayton Solomon two years ago, said it would set money aside to install the new translators above both libraries. However, later on, the station came across some obstacles in getting that money.

“It wasn’t until last week that SGA was able to confirm that money would be set aside for the project. As of press time, Solomon was not available for comment.

While the money and license are now available, the station will have to wait until construction of the antennas begin in order to start broadcasting on both campuses.

“We have to build towers on top of the campuses to put the translators. There is no time frame,” Jaros said.

In the meantime, WRGP will continue to broadcast in the South Dade area and on the Internet through streaming audio.

When the translators are in place, the station will continue to broadcast on 88.1 FM, but the signal will be stronger on 95.3 FM near the University Park campus.

ON THE AIR: With the addition of new translators, WRGP members will be able to be heard on the radio at the University Park and Biscayne Bay Campuses. Jason Lewis/The Beacon
Kevin Hall, Editor in Residence of the School of Journalism and Mass Communications, sent an eight-page letter to the school’s writing program.

The letter explained that, beginning with the summer term, the grammar exam would no longer be used as a prerequisite for any other course besides MMC 3104, Writing Strategies. Similarly detailed were the decisions to incorporate grammar and AP style into MMC 3104, Writing Strategies course for eight years, served as Hall’s assistant director for four years and also contributed to the Word Association grammar exam. Richards believes that the changes are promoting better standards. The changes, attests Richards, will promote continuity in teaching grammar throughout the SJMC curriculum.

“I don’t like the idea of using [the test] as an entrance prerequisite-without constantly teaching grammar,” said Richards.

During the Fall 2004 semester, Richards replaced Hall as the director for the Journalism Writing Project. Rose and Richards said they met with Hall during the Spring 2004 semester and discussed having Hall relinquish his position as director. Richards said this was suggested due to what could have been perceived as a conflict of interest between Hall’s position as director of the Writing Project and president of The Word Association, Inc. [Hall] was wearing a lot of hats,” Richards said. “If there was a problem with the program, as the provider he would have to notify the director, which was himself.”

The Word Association website did experience many problems during the Fall 2004 semester. Students experienced difficulty accessing the website, which offers tools, like quizzes and practice tests, to help prepare for the exam. Some students had test reservations cancelled and others were unable to reserve tests at all.

According to Rose, a similar issue was raised during the same meeting as to how professors answered students’ questions about where the $15 test fee was going.

“One [faculty member] did say a question was raised in class as to where the money for the test went, and that the answer was obviously to support the test and the programming,” Rose said.

Hall said that when the faculty was asked by students where the $15 test fee was going they answered: “I just don’t know.”

“The students were getting the idea that there was something wrong with this grammar test on them, and in order to collect the money from them to make myself rich,” said Hall. “I can’t tell you how much that hurt. I have never made a penny. In fact, every single month, for years, I have contributed my own money to keep that system going for FIU students.”

Hall also stated that students received notice of the changes in March because he had been complaining of the wrongness of lowering standards and setting a future date for notifying students.

Rose has a different account of this. She said that after changes are approved by SJMC faculty they must go through the SJMC’s Faculty Senate, which takes time. Rose also said that students could not be notified until the SJMC had solidified all the changes, including which test it would use next year.

“The announcement had absolutely nothing to do with Kevin Hall,” Rose said. “It made absolutely no sense to go out to students and say we’re going to make changes, but we don’t know what they’re going to be.”

Hall would not elaborate on any other reasons for his resignation, but said about the changes in the Writing Program, “Certainly this is a part of [my resignation], but by no means the whole reason.”

Hall said the Word Association website would most likely cease to function, as the current test as a provider for FIU. Hall said he never had the money to make the program flexible enough to accommodate other schools.

Dean Copenhagen did not comment on Hall’s resignation.
Another year at *The Beacon* has ended.

This is the final issue of the Spring 2005 semester. After a special graduation issue on May 2, we will take a short break and resume normal publication at the beginning of Summer B.

In the mean time, the new Editor in Chief, Harry Coleman, will be preparing a new staff, so ...

Several positions will be available. Stop by and fill out an application in GC 210 or WUC 124.

Thank you for reading. Have a safe summer!

PEACE OUT!
EDITOR’S THREE-YEAR TREK COMES TO AN END, BIDS LOYAL STAFF GOODBYE

By ALEJANDRA DIAZ
Editor in Chief

It’s over! Yes, it is officially over. My college career has ended and most importantly so has my run as Editor in Chief of The Beacon for the past year. Honestly, I am not sure whether I am upset, depressed or elated that I will be graduating in a few short weeks. The Beacon has been good to me. I have learned, excelled and had the opportunity to serve the FIU community by providing students with an outlet to express themselves in writing.

I just can’t believe that for the past year, I ran a newspaper, for goodness sake. Few people can say that their sole responsibility was to manage a newspaper that was published twice a week. Now I know that you may think that I am crazy. How could taking on the stress of a twice-a-week publication schedule, with a rookie staff and close to no pay be rewarding? It wasn’t rewarding – it was life altering.

Three years ago, I transferred to FIU, changed my major and decided that journalism was my calling. At the time I thought I was insane, but figured that I would never know unless I tried. So, I became a staff writer at the Biscayne Bay Campus.

Three months later I was the BBC Editor and had the most stories ever printed on the front pages of The Beacon from BBC.

MEMORIES: (Above) Harry Coleman, the newly elected Editor in Chief and Alejandra Diaz, pose for the camera during the end of the year banquet on April 16. (Below) The Beacon staff. (Photo by David Puzone)

At the time I thought I was hot stuff but not until a new Editor in Chief was hired, and I knew her job would eventually be mine.

That’s right. I’ll admit it. I became a managing editor and knew from day one that if I spent one year as a glorified assistant, I could not only do her job but I could have a great time. And so it happened. On April 14, 2004, the media board interviewed me and elected me as the new Editor in Chief of The Beacon. What an honor, I thought, as I sat there and realized the huge responsibility I had just taken on. But like I have always told my staff – everything happens for a reason.

It’s been a little over a year and here I am, at a crossroad in my life. Although I am overwhelmed with pride and happiness, deep down I have an overwhelming sadness that I have to leave The Beacon and a group of people that I have come to know as my family.

When I first started as Editor in Chief, I had three staff members I inherited from the year before. Slowly but surely, we were able to bring in people from all over the place. We visited classes, put up flyers, called together, take care of each other and work to take The Beacon to even greater heights. I have no doubt they will make me proud.

So finally, in this, my final farewell, I want to credit them for my success, my triumphs but most importantly for always being there when the newspaper seemed too much for one person to bare. Without my staff I couldn’t have improved readership, committed to one stable design, grown as a leader or made it through 60 issues in the course of three semesters. So, thank you.

Thank you to the section editors who made my day with in-depth stories and well-edited content and for sticking around until the late hours of the night. Thank you to the copy editors who edited for 14 hours straight even when their eyes were watering and their hands were red from all the ink. Thank you to the page designers who designed creative layouts and put together pages like it was nobody’s business.

Thank you to the photography staff for always keeping the work sharp and in tune with our goals for photography this year. Thank you to the graphics department for always keeping the graphics imaginative and thoughtful. Thank you to the advertising staff who keeps the money rolling in. Thank you to the office support staff and the director of student media for making The Beacon’s success his mission. And, finally thank you to all the writers who made The Beacon possible. Without them, we are nothing.
Taylor Hackford’s 2000 film “Proof of Life,” starring Meg Ryan and Russell Crowe, told the story of an American oil executive who was kidnapped for ransom.

Film sanitization deemed immoral by Bill FERGUSON
Knight Ridder Newspapers

The first is protecting intellectual and artistic property in a digital age. The second is the right of the community to protect children from the harmful effects of popular culture.

Right now, it looks as if Hackford and his fellow directors are losing this round. For good reason.

To some degree, Hollywood asked for the picke’s in. The number of companies that rid films of sexual and violent content — by selling editing equipment and already-edited DVDs — is growing because the demand is growing. Many viewers, fed up with gratuitous sex, violence and profanity on screens small or wide, want entertainment that doesn’t expose children to it.

“We’re providing a service Hollywood doesn’t provide,” says Ray Laines, founder of a Utah-based company called CleanFlicks, which sanitizes movies for what it calls “family-friendly viewing.”

Once Hollywood began marketing films directly to consumers, so that we can now own something that for decades we could only watch at a set time and place, it lost control over what happens to the product. Lines started his company after a neighbor asked him to edit a movie with his high-end editing software. If the movie was legally purchased, why not?

Well, there is this tricky issue of copyright law, guaranteed as the body returns. ’”

“I just thought, ‘Hey, I’ve still got this bod from Blade. I may as well flaunt it a little bit before the Dick Van Dyke I may as well flaunt it a little bit before the Dick Van Dyke body returns.’”

– Eva Longoria, actress, on why she returns the lingerie she wears on the set of “Desperate Housewives.”

“People are going to get crazy and clap and have a great time when she dies.”

– Elisha Cuthbert, actress, on what she anticipates the viewer’s reaction to Paris Hilton’s death in “House of Wax” will be.

“I just thought, ‘Hey, I’ve still got this bod from Blade. I may as well flaunt it a little bit before the Dick Van Dyke body returns.’”

– Ryan Reynolds, actor, on his seriousness.

“You’re not telling me to stick to the rapping.”

– Neely, on all the positive comments he has received after completing his new movie “The Longest Yard.”

“I don’t think you lack a sense of humor when you don’t laugh at something that’s not funny.”

– Sean Penn, actor, on his seriousness.
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OPINION

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
How do you feel about the SGA election results?

• I agree with the SGA election results. The elected candidate’s platforms and the changes they promise to bring to FIU seem reasonable.

29%

• I don’t agree with the results. I feel the other candidates were overlooked by the student body.

28%

• What’s SGA?

5%

• I don’t really care about the results. I voted for whoever gave me free food.

11%

• Wow. The elections were this week?

27%

Total participants: 79
Cast your vote at www.beaconnewspaper.com

QUOTEABLES

“I don’t want a guy to think I’m cheap and just recycling... ‘Didn’t you wear that when you got out of the bathtub in Episode 4?’”

– Eva Longoria, actress, on why she returns the lingerie she wears on the set of “Desperate Housewives.”

“People are going to get crazy and clap and have a great time when she dies.”

– Elisha Cuthbert, actress, on what she anticipates the viewer’s reaction to Paris Hilton’s death in “House of Wax” will be.

“I just thought, ‘Hey, I’ve still got this bod from Blade. I may as well flaunt it a little bit before the Dick Van Dyke body returns.’”

– Ryan Reynolds, actor, on his seriousness.

“You’re not telling me to stick to the rapping.”

– Neely, on all the positive comments he has received after completing his new movie “The Longest Yard.”

“I don’t think you lack a sense of humor when you don’t laugh at something that’s not funny.”

– Sean Penn, actor, on his seriousness.

WINNER & LOSER

WINNER
Impatient guys: Senegalese inventor and businessman Mor Mary Seck invented a device that allows condoms to be put on at a faster rate than if a man were to do it himself. Seck thought up the idea after a condom incident proved slow, especially since he now has 18 children.

LOSER
Rabid villagers: After drinking pots filled with an intoxicating brew, a group of drunk monkeys attacked the village of Barapukhadi, injuring three people. Thankfully, only 10 percent of the villagers got infected with rabies.

SEND US YOUR LETTERS

Letters to the Editor must be dropped off in GC 210 at the University Park campus, WUC 124 at the Biscayne Bay Campus or sent to beacon@fiu.edu. Letters must include the writer’s full name, year in school, major/department and a valid phone number for verification purposes. If brought in to an office, a legitimate ID may be accepted instead of a phone number. The Beacon reserves the right to edit letters for clarity and/or spacing constraints. Letters must adhere to a maximum of 400 words.

Speak your mind, online!

Got something to say? Post a comment on whichever story you like (or dislike) at www.beaconnewspaper.com
FULL-THROTTLE ART: Installation art students presented their work in downtown Miami's Design District in The Loft Building. Installation art is described as a conceptual experience of the environment. Media and objects used in everyday life are incorporated in this art form.

JARROD MILLER-DEAN/THE BEACON

By JARROD MILLER-DEAN
Staff Writer

When people think of modern art, they often envision paintings with colors chaotically splashed in every direction or abstract sculptures of monstrous proportions. But what comes to mind when the term “installation art” is mentioned?

Installation art was originally spawned from Western contemporary art in the 1960s. It incorporates media and objects in everyday life. In all, it’s a conceptual experience of the environment.

This is exactly what happened as FIU’s Installation Art class, lead by Associate Professor Tori Apad, had Miami’s art scene buzzing with conversation over its exhibit at “Full Load,” April 14. The opening was held at The Loft Building located at 3627 N.E. 1st Ct., in the heart of the Design District.

Apad explained his role as art professor and what he hopes to accomplish with the exhibit. “I feel that it is important to break down the hierarchies of class rank and professor,” said Apad.

The Installation Art class is a collaboration between FIU’s art department and the Wolfsonian Museum of Miami Beach. It was created to enrich and inspire artistic minds. The class consists of Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) and Master’s of Fine Arts (MFA) students.

For the first half of the semester, students tour the Wolfsonian’s exhibits and library with various curators, learning about design, propaganda art and communication. The students get hands-on experience as they learn to design and build sets.

The students then present proposals to Professor Apad and the museum staff. They spend the rest of the semester taking everything that they have learned, and labor late into the night creating a piece of modern art.

Upon entry to the museum, Jamie A. Segui’s tagging entitled “Full Load” captured the heart of the exhibit. The pictures featured an apostle-like figure holding a gushing heart while looking up into the heavens. The florescent lighting overhead appeared almost heavenly, as it emphasized the paint’s outlines.

Natalia Zuluaga’s “Tapestry of Sound” was easily seen hanging in Paul McCartney’s recording studio. The piece boomed with sound as tapes from cassettes raced in criss-cross patterns, only to end up in a heap on the floor. Imagining Natalia spending long hours weaving the film onto the frame, is enough to drive one into sheer madness.

Patty Suau explained the significance of her piece “Sound Bite.” “A sound bite is a phrase that means a brief recording. It’s abstract, but what is it really?”

Elegant white cloths with various countries’ names printed on them dripped down to a mechanical device that played brief speeches by different political figures heads. The interesting thing about the piece is that it was all in braille.

If the fact that Patty had to fabricate a machine to punch the braille wasn’t impressive enough, when she replied, “It’s supposed to represent communication via art. It all goes in different ways. It connects to everyone,” that took the cake.

Viewers fell into another world upon entering Becky Flower’s “Untitled.” The room became a new atmosphere, illuminated at all varying heights. It was reminiscent of a hallway in “Labyrinth” or the “Dark Crystal” as viewers were transported into another world.

See ART, page 12
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LIFE!

WEEKend

THURSDAY • APRIL 21

WHAT: Artful Citizenship – Student Exhibition
WHERE: The Wolfsonian Museum
WHEN: All Day

WHAT: FIU School of Music presents “Arturo Sandoval and the FIU Big Band”
WHERE: Wertheim Performing Arts Center Concert Hall
WHEN: 8 p.m.

FRIDAY • APRIL 22

WHAT: Free Fridays at The Wolf
WHERE: The Wolfsonian Museum
WHEN: 6 p.m.

WHAT: Film: “Public Domain Playhouse: Scenes from the House Beautiful”
WHERE: The Wolfsonian Museum
WHEN: 7 p.m.

SATURDAY • APRIL 23

WHAT: SPC presents Pantherstock 2005 featuring Lloyd Banks & Young Buck from G-Unit plus local performances throughout the day
WHERE: University Park, Lot S
WHEN: 12 p.m.

WHAT: FIU Golden Dazzlers Dance Team Auditions
WHERE: Pharmed Arena
WHEN: 10 a.m.

WHAT: FIU Golden Panthers Softball hosts Western Kentucky
WHERE: University Park Softball Field
WHEN: 1 p.m.

WHAT: Modernage with Sayonara Tokyo Live at Poplife
WHERE: I/O Lounge 30 NE 14 ST.
WHEN: 10 p.m.

WHAT: White Orchard Theatre presents “Keutzer Sonata” – A two act play by Leo Tolstoy
WHERE: Mary Anne Wolfe Theatre
WHEN: 8 p.m.

SUNDAY • APRIL 24

WHAT: FIU Golden Panthers Softball hosts Western Kentucky
WHERE: University Park Softball Field
WHEN: 1 p.m.

– Reuben Pereira
beaconevents@yahoo.com

NEW RECORD SHOP SUPPLIES INDIE TO MIAMI

By JOHN LOVELL
Managing Editor

Going to Sweat Records is like visiting the candy store. You are greeted as you enter, and the shop suddenly becomes a big playground of fun. All types of candy line the walls, in every different kind of flavor and from all over the world. It never ends! Candy everywhere, and you want every last bit of it.

Sweat Records is the newest addition to Miami’s progressive community of music-lovers. Miami-native Lauren Reskin, 22, co-owner, has seen it coming. She was there, DJing five years ago when words like “Poptop” and “Revolver” were just beginning to find a place in Miami’s weekend vocabulary. She was there, two years ago promoting a nightclub called Vice, Revolver’s short-lived but well-loved sister, at Sweat Records. It was there, two years ago promoting M.I.A on the main racks, and in the back room there are sections of new and used CDs and vinyl records. Check out the used vinyl and you’ll find ’70s and ’80s favorites like Donna Summer’s “Bad Girls” and Prince’s “1.”

After a little less than a year of planning and painting and promoting, Sweat Records opened, March 12 at 2320 N.W. 2nd Ave. in Wynwood – a bustling new art district in downtown Miami. By offering a selection of new and used music unlike any other record store in South Florida, Reskin is stepping into uncharted territory. But the new music keeps coming in, along with new customers – some curious, some drooling (that’s me). Obscure artists like The Olivia Tremor Control and The Microphones sit next to more popular, buzzing groups like Interpol and M.I.A. on the main racks, and in the back room there are sections of new and used CDs and vinyl records. Check out the used vinyl and you’ll find ’70s and ’80s favorites like Donna Summer’s “Bad Girls” and Prince’s “1.”

Sweat Records is committed to a community of friends, many of whom poured their time and energy into opening the store, working hard and getting paid with pizza parties. It’s just that kind of friendly family vibe that sets Sweat Records apart.
Art is a reflection of its creator’s soul. Passion, rage or inspirations are what lie underneath a painting, photograph or sculpture. Brushstrokes and snapshots are only words, but when put into action, they create masterpieces that may change a person’s life forever.

The BFA Spring 2005 exhibition was presented at the Frost Art Museum starting April 18. It featured artwork from the graduating Bachelor of Fine Arts students. These talented artists are the proof of the FIU art community, and now they will embark on a journey where they will decorate the world with their beautiful creations.

On April 18, The Beacon had the opportunity to gain a backstage pass to the entries that adorned the walls of the BFA Spring 2005 exhibition.

This exhibition was far from conservative; the compelling art was edgy and powerful. When the Patricia and Philip Frost Art Museum opened its doors to the public, it deflowered its viewers of any false hope of the exhibit being less than perfect.

As one entered, Maria Blan- co’s photography was first to creep its way into the viewers eyes. Her bold view of womanhood was impressive. Her pictures consisted of a generally large woman wearing a girdle.

“I have never known what it is like to be thin. Since the age of seven, I have been trapped in a fat body,” said Blanco.

Another impressive work was that of Jennifer Koivu. This oil-on canvas artist created self-portraits that did more than merely paint a picture – they showed her soul. Within each portrait lays the struggle to find the truth of my own ego, to discover its meaning, thereby setting the viewer free to encounter their own,” said Koivu.

However, not all the works were meant to be so engaging and deep. Hugo Montoya took a lighter approach and proved it still makes great art. This photographer has an interesting and laid back view on art.

“Life is full of sensational moments … There is nothing deep about this work,” said Montoya. “I’m not trying to change society.”

The reaction of the guests that strolled along the museum admiring the art was, for the most part, positive.

“I truly feel that the art being shown here tonight is inspirational and shows great promise,” commented sophomore Ximena Conesa.

Along with the good comments, however, also came the rejections.

“This art is not bad, but

I feel that with the talent these artists clearly possess, they could have done a better job,” said freshman Rennie Roopchan.

In the end, only time will tell whether or not this handful of newborn artists will reach the heights every artist wishes to achieve.

Artists and photographers show off their work at this annual exhibit

By MICHELLE SANTISTEBAN
Sports Page Designer

Sweat Records provides DJs and clubs with unique music

From SWEAT, page 8

apart from other stores – that, and the fantastic selection of music.

“People seem to be coming in and buying good stuff. We write down everything people buy, so I think [we’re] going to bring better music to a larger audience,” said Matt Cash, Sweat Records employee and local DJ. “That’s a good feel- ing. People walk into the store and say, ‘Oh my gosh, I haven’t been able to find this any- where.’ It’s very fulfilling.”

Sweat Record nights like Poplife, that specialize in play- ing alternative or indie music, have been setting the stage, so to speak, keeping a steady flow of new ideas and experiences of music fresh in people’s minds. For years, these clubs have given Miami an alternative touch and Sweat Records fits right in.

“I get to see that it’s all totally connected,” Cash said. “I DJ at Poplife and I work here. People come up and ask me [in the club] what I’m play- ing, and I’ll tell them I’m play- ing this. Come to the store and you can buy it if you want.”

Costumer who appreciate the growing popularity of Poplife and other similar clubs like Revolver, this year could not have been a more opportune moment for Reskin and friends to make Sweat happen.

“When I travel, the first thing I do is go to the record store,” said Reskin. “I felt like it was really important to do this because someone comes to visit me in Miami and they’re like ‘Oh, where’s the quality record store?’ and I have to say ‘There isn’t one’ and that’s embarrassing!”

Sweat Records goes beyond the typical record shop, sport- ing a community DJ booth with equipment set up so that anyone can sign up to spin music and invite their friends to shop and listen – given they don’t play anything too mainstream. Expect to see small concerts happening in the store as well. On May 2, Sweat will host a $4 concert with Moldy Peaches singer Kimya Dawson.

“We wanted to make it really homey. We’re getting some more couches in soon,” said Reskin. “We’ve got wireless Internet so people can come and surf, and they can also surf our Times, which we upload all of our promos and stuff onto, so it’s a big bring-your-own-listening-station sort of thing – refreshing and cute.”

So what’s in store for the future of Sweat Records? Reskin isn’t going anywhere. On the horizon, she sees the possibility of starting a record label, a venue/restaurant and late-night establishments. Who knows what’s likely to happen next?
Metal Faced Doom pleases with live album

By JARROD-MILLER DEAN
Staff Writer

Who steps on stage ready for a show and rocks a flow on the microphone that leaves all emcees dribbling from their nose? This task of clobbering trifling emcees is in a day’s work for the Metal Faced Doom, as he makes his newest invasion on, Live from Planet X (Nature Sounds/Metal Face Recordings, 2005).

The album was recorded live in the San Francisco/Oakland Bay area. Doom fans that are into technically deciphering his music will be happy to know that the album was recorded from the sound board as opposed to being recorded from a cassette recorder. This ensures full vocal and beat clarity that blasts through the stereo. Doom performs tracks from his extensive catalogue as far back as one’s metal fingers will reach.

As the DJ began to cut the wax, the classic, “I hear Voices,” but only the track 1, throughout the entire show. Well, it is in fact only one continuous track that runs for 50 minutes. Listeners will be forced to fast-forward to their favorite cuts.

Doom Heads will be familiar with the track, “I hear Voices,” but only the serious ones know about the MF Grimm response in, “I hear voices pt.2.” The title cut, “Operation Doomsdays,” has to appear on the cd. Don’t even doubt it for a second.

The mysterious Scooby-Doo inspired, “Hey,” sends chills up your spine, but is nothing compared to the Doom rarity, “My Favorite Ladies.” This track was only released on 12”, but the video can be downloaded via the Internet.

While using “Guerilla-style” filming, the mysterious Doom journeyed through the city rhyming about his bevy of female companions. Doom really out did himself on this release. He reassures all of the fans that were not dissatisfied with MM Food, that he is still the illest emcee on the mic.

The only downsides to the album were that it was only one track, and that it was only 50 minutes long. These are small prices to pay for a live Doom recording. It’s better than competing to bid on a live Doom show from Amsterdam on E-bay.

It also gives all those who have yet to see Doom perform live a chance to hear what they have yet to experience.

METAL FACED FRENSZY: Metal Faced Doom recently released a new live album which features some of his old work along with new recordings.

By STEPHANIE MACHADO
Contributing Writer

If your typical Saturday morning involves sitting at home and flipping through channels in desperate hopes to catch a rerun of “Gilmore Girls,” then it’s time to get out of your pjs, because on April 23 Panther Stock 2005 will be here.

SPC representatives have been working tirelessly for weeks putting together this exciting event for the FIU community.

The all-day festival will include Hip Hop, Rock, Electronic and comedic performances.

Taking place at Parking Lot 5 by the University Park Pharmed Arena, doors will open promptly at noon and tickets will cost $10 for General Admission or $5 in advance with FIU I.D.

Panther Stock has something for everyone: DJ Ideal, The Illiterats and Soul What? are only a few of the hip-hop groups performing.

If crotch-grabbing rap artists isn’t your thing, worry not, local rock bands such as Day Music Died and Audible will also be playing, along with Grammy Award winning artists Locos Por Juana.

Along with providing quality musical entertainment, Panther Stock 2005 may be the beginning of an FIU legacy.

Concert Chairperson Frank Perez, said he hopes to have Panther Stock again next year and years after. “We want people to think of FIU’s Panther Stock as they do UF’s Gator Growl,” said Perez.

Panther Stock 2005 is not your typical FIU show. Along with having big name artists, such as Lloyd Banks and Young Buck from G-Unit and comedian Dean Edwards from “Saturday Night Live,” Panther Stock has really been a labor of love for the students involved.

“This is the biggest event ever to be completely programmed by students,” said Perez. “People really believe in this cause.”

The cause, of course, is FIU’s Dance Marathon, benefiting Children’s Miracle Network of Miami Children’s Hospital. All proceeds of Panther Stock go to Dance Marathon, which is FIU’s largest charitable event. Hopefully after this year’s event, Panther Stock will give it a run for its money.

For more information on Panther Stock 2005 please visit www.yourspi.com
Alumnus filmmaker debuts work at Amika Lounge

By SHERISE JAMES
Contributing Writer

Who is Justin Routt? The Palm Beach Post called him “The New Tarantino,” The Miami Herald called him “The Ultimate Indie” and The Sun-Sentinel said that “enthusiasm and hope drive [this] independent filmmaker.”

But really, who is he? Justin Routt is a talented independent filmmaker who not only writes and produces, but he creates and owns the independent film company Birch Creek Films.

The driven Routt has already created six full-length features, which are ready to be produced and their funding is just pending. Routt looks to many local talent agencies and theater groups for talent for his films. Many hopefuls join the list waiting for a break, but as Routt told “Deco Drive,” he knows the keys to success in his business: a great script, good talent, an experienced film crew, distribution and lots of good publicity.

When it comes to getting publicity, this filmmaker is no rookie. “Deco Drive” (April 15, 2005), Movie Maker Magazine (2005 Sundance film festival issue), Fortune Magazine and The Miami Herald are just a few media venues that have been an ear to hear what Routt/Birch Creek Films had to say.

“The short film “Clear Cut” was a phenomenal success, selling out at the Palm Beach Film Festival and earning him first place at the festival for best actor. April 14, the up-and-coming filmmaker premiered his new films “Alternate Paths” and “Killer Coffee” at Amika Lounge.

“Killer Coffee” is a comedy about a kooky grim reaper that is late for his intended victim. “Alternate Paths” is a short [film] about a woman who takes a shortcut home from shopping and is stalked by a psycho,” Routt explained before the show.

The plush club set the perfect tone for a night of celebration for the FIU alumni’s success. Guests enjoyed complimentary drinks and sushi as a thank you for their support.

“It was refreshing to see such a good turn out so early in the evening, by South Beach standards,” said Elliot Sklar, Producer, local filmmakers, models, actors and representatives of major advertising agencies, such as Crispin Porter, Hunter Hammersmith and a number of other top advertising and public relations agencies, attended the event, which made it a great place for networking.

This was the fifth independent film night Routt has hosted, and he plans on throwing these events in the future to spotlight his and other indie films; anyone who wishes to attend is welcome to drink, network and watch the movies for free. The next event will be around the third week of May, 2005.

For more information or to be placed on the events list, e-mail Justin at jroutt@bellsouth.net.

I’m a mentor. I just set up an opportunity for any Birch Creek Films. It’s a great place for networking and watch the movies for free. The next event will be around the third week of May, 2005.

For more information or to be placed on the events list, e-mail Justin at jroutt@bellsouth.net.

I’m a mentor. I just set up an opportunity for anyone's stomach to turn.

The smell of the old tobacco alone will make anyone’s stomach turn at the site of a cigarette butts. Phillip Morris, Big Tobacco has got you now!

“I’m a mentor. I just set up an opportunity for these artists to learn and grow. It’s like a petri dish — now grow,” explained Professor Apad.

As Professor Apad and her class explained through their exhibit, art is a bridge for people. Artists have a responsibility to communicate with others.

Therefore, they must strive to make their messages clear enough for the masses to take in the information.

In turn, audiences will experience new ways of perception that they never imagined possible.

The Full Load exhibit goes from April 14 – 28. The Loft Building hours are from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

The show will continue, April 23 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. as Professor Jacek Kolanski curates a collection of student-made films and shorts.

I’m a mentor. I just set up an opportunity for these artists to learn and grow. It’s like a petri dish — now grow,” explained Professor Apad.

As Professor Apad and her class explained through their exhibit, art is a bridge for people. Artists have a responsibility to communicate with others.

Therefore, they must strive to make their messages clear enough for the masses to take in the information.

In turn, audiences will experience new ways of perception that they never imagined possible.

The Full Load exhibit goes from April 14 – 28. The Loft Building hours are from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

The show will continue, April 23 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. as Professor Jacek Kolanski curates a collection of student-made films and shorts.

GPS Tracking

Thief recovery, Parental control, Speed, direction, and exact location History review - fastest speed – alarm reporting Cars, boats, motorcycles, RV's, airplanes Covers North America

With Satellite Photos

Our satellite vehicle tracking system can give you peace of mind. In about one minute you can always know where your vehicle and its passengers are.

Try our free Demo

www.gpsAutoTrack.net
i’ve never been the type to wait for anything, especially an opportunity. Matter of fact, the only handout that was ever given to me was a Navy brochure. I wanted to see the world . . . I did. I wanted a bright future, and I have one of those, too. I’ve worked; now I own my own company . . . all because of the experience I’ve gained in the Navy. So do what I did. Call 1-800-USA-NAVY or log on to navy.com.
SOFTBALL, from page 16

APRIL 16, ULL 10 FIU 0

While game one was among the closest contests in the all-time series, game two proved to be the biggest blowout as the Ragin’ Cajuns defeated the Golden Panthers 10-0 in five innings.

This was the first of two mercy-rule games that FIU lost to ULL during the weekend. Heather Bobbitt improved to 7-0 on the year, scattering three hits and one walk while striking out five for ULL. Tiffany Ore fell to 8-6 with the loss, gave up five runs (one unearned) on five hits and struck out five in four innings of work.

“Our had injuries she sustained last weekend,” Gwydir said. “We were decimated by injuries to our pitching staff.”

The Ragin’ Cajuns scoring began with a home run from Danyele Gomez, who finished the game with two hits, three runs scored and three RBIs. UL went up 2-0 after first and just continued to pile on the runs as the game wore on.

The scoring was then capped off with runs in the top of the fifth off of FIU’s Nina Dyer.

APRIL 17, ULL 2 FIU 1

FIU got off to a better start on Sunday afternoon in the final two games of the series, but the Ragin’ Cajuns eventually prevailed and locked up the series sweep.

Jennifer Powell blasted her third homerun of the season in the sixth and provided the Golden Panthers’ lone run of the weekend.

Louisiana-Lafayette jumped out to a 2-0 lead and never looked back as FIU stranded five runners in scoring position and could not match ULL’s offensive production.

Amanda Nealer pitched for the Golden Panthers, but after two perfect innings, she gave two runs on four hits to fall to 14-11 for the season.

Brooke Mitchell picked up the win, improving to 21-6 on the year, while giving up one run on two hits with 11 strikeouts and five walks.

APRIL 17, ULL 9 FIU 0

In game two, for the second time in as many days, the Golden Panthers were shut out on a five-inning mercy-rule, 9-0.

Coming into the weekend the Ragin’ Cajuns only had one mercy-rule victory in 23 contests against FIU.

Heather Bobbitt recorded the win for ULL and improved to 8-0. She gave up five hits in five scoreless innings. Tiffany Ore picked up the loss and fell to 8-7 for the season.

The Ragin’ Cajuns opened the game with four runs in the first inning and later put the game out of FIU’s reach when Codi Runyan hit a two-run homerun in the top of the fifth, scoring Tara Hamilton, who led off the inning with a walk.
New closer shuts door to complete series sweep

BASEBALL, from page 16

The very next inning, the Aggies scored a run by taking advantage of an FIU throwing error.

FIU replied with two more runs in the bottom of that inning off a two-run double by Pullin and breathed easy for the rest of the contest.

**FIU 9, NMSU 1**

Senior David Asher (7-0), the usual Friday night starter and staff ace, was moved down in the rotation for an extra day’s rest. It was another move by Price that proved to work as the lefty pitched like his usual self. He went seven and three-hit innings, allowed only one run, five hits, walked only two batters and struck out eight.

Yema led FIU offensively as he went 3-for-5 with a homerun, four RBI and two runs scored.

“Outstanding performances [by Asher and Yema],” Price said. “It’s something I’ve come to expect from them.”

FIU’s offensive outburst came right from the start. In the bottom of the first, Pullin singled to left field, and junior Michael Lopez reached on a hit-by-pitch. Yema then brought both of them, and himself, home with a three-run homerun, to tie the game.

The Golden Panthers did not score again until they scored two more runs in the fifth inning, but the damage had already been done.

FIU added four more runs in the seventh. Junior Matt Rainey struck out one batter as he pitched a scoreless and hitless one and one-third innings of relief and struck out three batters.

**FIU 4, NMSU 3**

The Aggies entered the final game of the series not wanting to be swept, but they blew a late-inning lead to give FIU its first SBC sweep of the season.

Frank Gonzalez (5-0) earned the win as he pitched one inning of scoreless relief in the eighth. Rainey, who entered the series with a team-high 8.83 ERA, was another pawn in the pitching staff shifts, as he was controversially moved to closer.

But the Texan came through in his first save opportunity, as he struck out two batters in one inning pitched, enroute to his first save as a Golden Panther.

“He has a good arm,” Price said. “I think this new role helped him [and] gave him positive thinking.”

Freshman second baseman Corey Lozano went 2-for-3 with the game winning RBI.

Junior Luis Rivera also had two hits as FIU had only seven hits of the game.

The Golden Panther trailed 3-2 with two outs in the bottom of the eighth inning. With runners at the corners, Coach Price rolled the dice and sent Yema to steal second. As he did so, Pullin scored from third on the throw and tied the game.

Two batters later, Lozano hit a solid single to right field and Yema, the go-ahead run, came around to score.

Freshman Elih Villanueva had his second straight solid start as he pitched seven innings, allowed three runs, six hits, walked two and struck out five batters.

**TEXAS RAIN:** New closer Matt Rainey settled into his new role over the weekend. He pitched two and one-third scoreless innings of relief and struck out three batters.

Jessica Mardones/The Beacon
Baseball on roll with sweep of NMSU

By XAVIER VILLARMARZO
Sports Editor

Despite controversial moves by Head coach Danny Price within the pitching staff, the baseball team got a much needed boost of confidence with a sweep of conference opponent New Mexico State University, April 15-17 at University Park campus.

FIU improves its record to 26-14 overall and 7-5 in Sun Belt Conference play, where it had performed mediocre prior to this series.

“[The bullpen] improved the most, and we made no [major] errors on defense,” said Price. “Our pitchers attacked the strike zone all weekend and were helped out by the defense at times.”

The Aggies entered the series leading the conference with a .346 batting average but were held to a total of only 18 hits and six runs.


FIU 5, NMSU 2

Price surprised many by moving 2003 All-Sun Belt closer Danny Hernandez (2-4) to the starting rotation, but the senior delivered as he earned the win in his first Division-I start and pitched seven innings of work, allowed only one run, four hits, walked six and struck out seven batters. “I was excited, you know, because I’ve always wanted my first Division-I start,” said Hernandez. “The chance finally came and I felt like a little kid again.”

Redshirt junior Bryan Pullin, junior Yahnmed Yema and freshman James McOwen each had two hits to pace FIU’s 10-hit attack.

FIU got on the board in the bottom of the third inning when two runs scored off Yema’s 10th homerun of the season.

In a classic pitching match up between FIU’s Amanda Nealer and ULL’s Brooke Mitchell, which was the second longest game in the all time series between the two teams, the Ragin’ Cajuns came out victorious with a 1-0 win.

Nealer had allowed no hits through the first five and two-third innings, until the top of the sixth, when ULL’s Lacey Bertucci broke it up with a two-out single.

Nealer went nine innings and gave up just one unearned run on three hits, as her record fell to 14-10 on the season.

“[Nealer] pitched well the first game of each day,” Gwydir said. “We out-hit them [in this game], but they just came out on top.”

Mitchell improved to 20-6 on the year with a complete-game shutout, striking out 10 Golden Panther batters and giving up six hits in the process.

In a classic pitching match up between ULL’s Tiffany Hebert single to shallow center in the ninth inning, scoring Joy Webre to record the win.

Softball swept in four games by Ragin’ Cajuns

By NIKOLAY OREKHOV
Assistant Sports Editor

The Golden Panthers came into the weekend as winners of eight consecutive games, but No. 14 Louisiana-Lafayette was too much for the FIU team to handle.

Despite contesting ULL to two one-run ball games, FIU failed to score a run in three of the four games played.

The Ragin’ Cajuns completed their first ever regular season road sweep of the Golden Panthers, as they improved to 32-7 overall and remain undefeated in the Sun Belt Conference with an 8-0 record.

“We had two, one-run games where we hit well and pitched well,” said coach Kim Gwydir. “I felt we could have won either of those games.”

The Golden Panthers dropped to 26-20 for the season and 4-4 in conference play.

The Golden Panthers will play their final home games of the season, a four game Sun Belt series, against Western Kentucky.

The doubleheaders will begin at 1 p.m. on April 23 and April 24.

In a classic pitching match up between FIU’s Amanda Nealer and ULL’s Brooke Mitchell, which was the second longest game in the all time series between the two teams, the Ragin’ Cajuns came out victorious with a 1-0 win.

Nealer had allowed no hits through the first five and two-third innings, until the top of the sixth, when ULL’s Lacey Bertucci broke it up with a two-out single.

Nealer went nine innings and gave up just one unearned run on three hits, as her record fell to 14-10 on the season.

“[Nealer] pitched well the first game of each day,” Gwydir said. “We out-hit them [in this game], but they just came out on top.”

Mitchell improved to 20-6 on the year with a complete-game shutout, striking out 10 Golden Panther batters and giving up six hits in the process.

The only run of the contest came when ULL’s Tiffany Hebert single to shallow center in the ninth inning, scoring Joy Webre to record the win.